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SYNOPSIS
With the intensification of the migratory crisis caused by the war in Syria, Hungary, Serbia and
Macedonia close their borders to thousands of people fleeing, breaking an ancient migratory
route: the Balkan route. In Greece, along the barbed wire of the Macedonian border, men,
women and children gather in camps, in huge self-managed tent cities, where NGOs,
volunteers and activists are challenging the game of mafias of human traffickers.
Echoes shows a limbo in which the desperation of a pending future contrasts with a vital and
stubborn resistance, focusing her gaze on the day before the eviction of Eko Station, the last
remaining informal camp in northern Greece. Through the frequencies of a pirate radio, words
and rebel songs echo in the silence imposed by the Fortress Europe.
DIRECTOR’S NOTE
I came to Eko camp in May 2016, together with a group of activists with whom I worked for a few
months already. We were bringing a pirate radio station in the self-managed and informal
camps on the European borders, called Radio Noborder, an aggregation tool, but also a way for
people to have the opportunity of telling their stories.
From the very first entry into the refugee camp, I realized that the presence of cameras and cell
phones was very widespread: indeed, the camp had an intense media coverage every day.
The act of filming for me was born almost as a necessity, but at that moment I wondered
whether to add the point of view of another person, the umpteenth gaze, was really the right
thing to do. So I stayed a few days on the radio, using the room only for short videos,
participating in broadcasts and observing how actually our daily appointment was becoming a
reference point in the refugee camp. Every afternoon, hundreds of people came together
around the gazebo we had assembled and shared their stories and music to our microphone.
Thus it was that I met first Hussein, a young Syrian refugee rapper with whom I shot a video for
one of his songs, and then I started to spend time with Mohammed and his extended family
every day. Every movie mainly begins from a meeting, and the process of rapprochement with
the characters, which can last months, is for me the key moment. The time required to know
each other makes me understand what is the right distance between me, the subject and the
camera. It begins to create the visual horizon within which our experiences will meet and
become a story also for others.
When I realized it was time to shoot, me and Mohammed had become friends. Following him in
his travels inside the camp seemed natural. This is why I decided to focus myself on the story of
his daily life, avoiding to speculate about their lives or explicitly deepen the socio-political context
of large scale. Living for weeks together with the inhabitants of Eko camp, I felt the need to put
again people at the center of the speech, making them active subjects of their stories. I made it
in order to embrace the complexity of what continually makes us hope for a different tomorrow,
despite everything.

[QUOTES]

‘ We thought we could start to think about a better life, but they closed the border in front of
us.We have just crossed over the deadly sea, we witnessed the death, but for the people
the situation got worse. Beeing dead or alive, at this point, doesn't make a difference for
us,it became the same. ‘ (Mohammad, opening message)
‘Pensavamo potessimo iniziare a pensare ad una nuova vita, ma ci hanno chiuso il confine
in faccia. Abbiamo attraversato il mare assassino, abbiamo sfiorato la morte, ma per noi la
situazione peggiora. Essere vivi o morti, a questo punto, non fa differenza, è diventata la
stessa cosa.’ (Mohammad, messaggio d’apertura)

‘We have seen so many people with different stories, we see the families and their
problems, we understand that for me and my wife there is no place here especially for
children. We have been through so much, frankly, that our country became a dream for us.’
( Mohammad, opening message)
‘Abbiamo conosciuto tante persone con storie differenti, abbiamo visto le famiglie con i loro
problemi, abbiamo capito che per me è mia moglie non c’è posto qui, specialmente per dei
bambini. Abbiamo vissuto abbastanza qui, francamente, che il nostro paese è diventato un
paradiso per noi.’ (Mohammad, messaggio d’apertura)

‘They put all us in in a box. It’s like being inside a little bird cage,but the birds doesn't belong
to a cage, they belong to the sky and should fly free. ‘ ( Mohammad, opening message)
‘Ci hanno messi tutti in una scatola. E’ come essere dentro ad una gabbia per uccelli, ma
gli uccelli non appartengono alla gabbia, appartengono al cielo e dovrebbero volare liberi. ’
(Mohammad, messaggio d’apertura)

‘I don't have any hope. I think I will go with a smuggler, I will put my family at risk because I
have no trust in EU, they don't give answers to anybody.’
(Mohsen, syrian refugee, interview at Noborder Radio)
‘Non ho più nessuna speranza, penso che me ne andrò con un trafficante, metterò la mia
famiglia in pericolo perché non mi fido di questa Europa, loro non danno risposte a
nessuno.’ (Mohsen, rifugiato siriano, intervista a Radio Noborder)

‘I apologize, I swear, if I could go back to Syria, I would do it. Because even in Syria is better
than here.’ (Mohsen, syrian refugee, interview at Noborder Radio)
‘ Mi scuso, lo giuro, se potessi tornare in Siria, lo farei. Perché persino in Siria è meglio che
qui’ (Mohsen, rifugiato siriano, intervista a Radio Noborder)

‘Enough with this humiliation. We got tired of all this, I swear. I wish to see my family, but it's
only war, destruction, bombs and bombs.’
(Mohammad, speech with Iham at the barber’s tent))
‘Ne ho abbastanza di questa umiliazione. Siamo stanchi di tutto questo, lo giuro. Vorrei
rivedere la mia famiglia, ma c’è solo guerra, distruzione, bombe ed ancora bombe.’
(Mohammad, dialogo con Iham nella tenda del barbiere)

‘My name is Israa, I'm seventeen years old and I'm Syrian, from Aleppo. My destination was
Germany, where my father is. I wanted to accomplish my studies there as a pediatrician, but
we lost everything.’
(Israa, syrian refugee, seventeen years old, interview at Noborder Radio)
‘Il mio nome è Israa, ho diciassette anni e sono siriana, di Aleppo. La mia destinazione era
la Germania, dove vive mio padre. Volevo finire li miei studi come pediatra, ma abbiamo
perso tutto. ‘
(Israa, rifugiata siriana di diciassette anni, intervista a Radio Noborder)

‘ - Do you have any message to give to people from their same age living in Europe?
- I would like them to demonstrate for us, to do something for us, to make us live like them
and study. Living in this tent destroyed our life. ‘
(Tolin Xelil, syrian refugee from Rojava, eighteen years old, interview at Noborder Radio)
‘ - Hai qualche messaggio per la gente della tua stessa età che vive in Europa?
- Vorrei che manifestassero per noi, per fare qualcosa per noi, per farci vivere come loro e
per farci studiare. La vita in queste tende ci sta distruggendo. ’
( Tolin Xelil, rifugiata Siriana del Rojava, diciotto anni, intervista a Radio Noborder)

‘ If I have a choice now to come back to Syria or go to Europe again, I would choose Syria,
it's better than staying here. I wish to come back to Syria to die there, it's better than here
because here it's like slowly death. I wish to die in my country. ‘
( Ellah, syrian refugee , eighteen years old, interview at Noborder Radio)
‘Se avessi la possibilità adesso di tornare in Siria o stare qui in Europa, scegliere la Siria. E’
sicuramente meglio che stare qui. Tornerei in Siria per morire li, sarebbe comunque meglio
perché qui c’è solo una lenta morte. Preferisco morire nel mio paese.’
(Ellah, rifugiata siriana, diciotto anni, intervista a Radio Noborder)

‘I have a message for the world: actually, in this days, I see just human, but not humanity. ’
( Ellah, syrian refugee , eighteen years old, interview at Noborder Radio)
‘Ho un messaggio per il mondo: in questi giorni sto vedendo solo esseri umani, ma nessuna
umanità.’ (Ellah, rifugiata siriana, diciotto anni, intervista a Radio Noborder)

‘In the meantime the rain stopped, there is a huge rainbow here in the sky, because it rained
until few hours ago. We were remembering about the huge rainbow we saw in Idomeni
camp, that was starting from Macedonia and arriving in Greece. How a rainbow can be
completely without borders.’
(Accio, activist and speaker of Noborder Radio)
‘ Nel frattempo ha smesso di piovere, c’è un grande arcobaleno nel cielo, perché è piovuto
fino a qualche minuto fa. Stavamo ricordando di quell’enorme arcobaleno che abbiamo
visto nel campo di Idonei, che partiva in Macedonia e arrivava in Grecia. Come un
arcobaleno può essere completamente senza confini.’
( Accio, attivista e speaker di Radio Noborder)

[BORDERS]
Greece, along the border of Fortress Europe.
The worsening of the Syrian conflict generated a massive flow of refugees which has led
some European countries to take drastic decisions on immigration topics. Countries such
as Hungary, Serbia and Macedonia, driven by xenophobic and populist political interests
added to the absence of a clear position from Europe, closes their borders to migrants,
interrupting an historical migration route, the so-called 'Balkan route'.
In a very short time thousands of people escaping for their lives found themselves stuck
along the greek northern border, separated from their family members who have passed
before them until few days before. These are mainly people from Syria, but not limited to:
Afghans, Pakistanis, men and women from Central and North Africa. In total 60,000
refugees and migrants, political or economic, massed along an officially impassable line,
where the most sordid of powers weaves his plots, the human beings smuggler’s.
Along the greek territory numerous refugee camps forms spontaneously. Idomeni is the
largest, right next to the Macedonian border, where 13,000 people, in a huge tent city, are
pushing to cross the imaginary line that divides them from the next step of their journey. The
border, drawn perpendicular to the rusted rails of a cargo train terminal, is defended by
Greek and Macedonian police in riot trim; almost every day riots break out. Inside the camp
the health situation is precarious, but a few NGOs and especially hundreds of activists from
all over Europe try to bring comfort and support to the migrants in distress. The
self-managed camps with all these protests draw upon themselves a lot of media attention
and the greek government, in May 2016, is forced to make his move. In abandoned and
precarious industrial areas, dozens of government camps are built from nothing and
managed exclusively by the greeks. The structures are now inefficient and unprepared, but
the eviction operations of informal camps starts immediately. The military imposes the total
control of the presence in the camps: big organisations are allowed to enter but activists
and small associations are banned. The eviction operations of Idomeni and other informal
camps are part of an unstoppable process which needs time despite of the large
deployment of forces in the field. Thousands of migrants continue to camp along the border
also because of the unequal divisive politics which distinguish asylum seekers from
'economic migrants'. While on one hand, to lower the tension and to facilitate operations, a
rapid solution for Syrians and Iraqis is claimed through the European Relocation Program,
on the other, thanks to the agreement between Europe and Turkey, forced ejection and
repatriation scenarios open for all the others.
In “Hara” and “BP” camps, the last informal camps in the proximity of Idomeni, every night
hundreds of desperate people play their last card putting their lives and their last savings in
the hands of the smugglers. Meanwhile, from the government camps, stories start to leak
from the people deported inside them. Stories of a situation of total neglect and way more
precarious than in illegal camps, where activists and volunteers can still do their job.

[EKO CAMP]
To the campaign against evictions of informal camps survives only Eko Station, ultimate
reality nongovernmental where migrants continue to live or transit.
The camp is located in a gas station along the highway which connects the Macedonian
border to Thessaloniki. It is populated mostly from Syrian Kurds, arose almost
simultaneously to Idomeni, and that in the maximum flow rate period comes to hosting
some 4,000 people, of which more than half of them children.
The camp is self-managed by migrants, an outpost MSF provides medical support and
basic necessities, while associations, volunteers and activists concerned with food
distribution and educational and recreational facilities. Between the tents, which are also
massed between the disused gas pumps, every day they perform their activities at school,
they create a women's space, a mobile legal aid center and a radio, Radio NoBorder.

Despite threats of forced eviction and the imminent start of the vaunted European
Replacing Program, Eko camp stays up late populated of its people. The resistance to the
deportation in governmental camps draws its belief from the stories which arrive at the
camp in large quantities, through the voices and testimonies of people who daily flee, and
thanks to the reports of the activists, who defy widely army impositions, violating the fences
and prohibitions.
Eko camp breathes and resists, until the intervention of the police in a sad morning of June
2016, in a contradiction that inspires the whole camp experience: on the one hand the
extreme conditions under which migrants are forced, the continuous humiliation of a
precarious and inhuman situation. On the other hand the last piece of freedom remained
the only point of contact with a different Europe, the one of the volunteers and activists who
does not impose a control and welfarism end in itself, but a process made by experiential
sharing and construction. Until the last long night, the Eko camp, through Radio NoBorder,
insistently echo the voices and songs of men and women, and not migrants or refugees,
free people.
[RADIO NOBORDER]
NoBorder radio broadcasts every day from Eko camp in FM, through a repeater and a long
fishing rod used as an antenna, and on the internet through a satellite dish. The radio
programming is created day by day starting from the camp requirements: the exodus
stories and complaints are followed interspersed by live music played by musicians or
coming from the refugees phones. The small radio station, located in what might be called
the Eko's main square, immediately became a reference point for all the inhabitants of the
camp, marking the daily educational activities and distribution, broadcasting the prayer that
marks the end of the Ramadan fast and giving the chance to tell individual stories, which
are transformed in this way in stories of all.
This is not the first time that Radio Noborder is in a refugee camp: it is an itinerant pirate
radio, which talks about the issues of immigration by giving voice to immigrants and
activists around the world. The idea was born in the spring of 2016 by a group of
independent activists during their stay in the informal Idomeni refugee camp along the
Greek-Macedonian border. NoBorder, an FM radio station, is installed inside the camp for
a few weeks and managed by a team made up of both activists and refugees.
The forced eviction of Idomeni, which occurred in the first weeks of May 2016, does not
mark the end of the project: it was decided to transfer the radio inside the other large
informal camp in the area, EKO camp, still immune to the wave of evictions and where
many inhabitants of Idomeni found a shelter to escape the deportations.
The first broadcast from EKO is dated May 31st 2016 on the FM frequency 95.00 realized
using an old “Radio Popolare Milano” transmitter and a self-built antenna. It also streams
on the internet through a satellite antenna saved from the fury of the bulldozers in Idomeni
and previously installed by #overthefortress for the noborderWiFi project.
The radio immediately becomes the most important meeting place in the camp and it starts
to build around it a community of people who will take turns at the microphones for about a
month. It remains in the camp until the day of the eviction, on the morning of June 13th,
when the police broke into the area forcing the refugees to jump on the buses to be
deported to government camps and arresting all the activists, including the radio
conductors who were monitoring and documenting the situation.
After the experience in Greece, all the technical equipment is brought in Italy waiting to be
reused. The opportunity to turn on the transmissions happens in July 2016 when in Como,
on the Italian-Swiss border, hundreds of African immigrants remain stuck in the park by the
train station following a major change by Switzerland about the laws regulating immigration.
The radio will follow throughout the summer the stories of Como bringing immigrants and
activists testimonies on air.
In Italy things aren’t different than Greece. The camp in Como got evicted and Radio
Noborder, after a month of pause, regrouped to join in the early days of November the
#overthefortress caravan tin southern Italy, building an indipendent inquiry alongside
migrants and who supports and help them. The radio broadcasts, for the whole trip, once a
week from a different place, involving activists and migrants met along the way.

[MOHAMMAD]
Weaving together the experience of the activists of the Radio with the lives of the people
met in EKO refugee camp, comes Echoes, a movie about the life in the camp through the
broadcasts of Radio Noborder carried out in Greece.
The movie tells the last day of life of the camp, before the eviction, following Mohammad,
one of the most active conductors and users of the Radio.
The story of Mohammad, met between a streaming and a broadcast and who became a
friend of Radio NoBorder activists, is pretty much similar to that of thousands of people torn
from their homes by the Syrian conflict. Indeed, it is a journey undertaken with his wife
Slava crossing mountains, rivers and the lethal sea, in extreme conditions and behind the
blackmail of traffickers. The memory of the dangers faced to get to Europe and the endless
waiting, is vivid in the heart of Mohammed when he sends a long voice message to its
European friends of the Radio, a few months after their return to Italy. The message arrived
the beginning of September for a given reason: "In a few hours we will leave, Slava and I
can not stay here anymore, we lost our son that we were expecting, it's time to go home, in
Iraq."

This is the latest news that we have of him.

[DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY]
Gabriele Cipolla, born in 1984, lives and works in Milan. After attending the New Academy
of Fine Arts in Milan, he perfects his path as a filmmaker studying filming and direction of
photography at the School of Cinema 'Luchino Visconti'. His research fields ranges
between cinema and visual art, while working in parallel in the commercial sector and
experimenting with independent audiovisual projects. Since 2012, Gabriele Cipolla is a
professor of cinema post production and directing techniques at the School of Cinema
'Luchino Visconti' and at the NABA university.
[ABOUT THE PRODUCER]
RADIO NOBORDER
Noborder Radio is an itinerant pirate radio, which talks about the issues of immigration by
giving voice to immigrants and activists around the world.
#OVERTHEFORTRESS
#Overthefortress is a campaign launched by the Melting Pot Europe project aimed at
monitoring immigration and making active solidarity initiatives for the migrants.
MACAO
Macao is an indipendent art, culture and research cenjter.
It’s based in a liberty style building, in the middle of a enormous abandoned area closed to
the center of Milan. It proposed a multi-sectoral program that hoses projects, events and
residences in various fields of art and research: visual and performing arts, cinema,
photography, literature, music, design, hacking, new media.
It is coordinated by an open assembly of artits and activists.

[CONTACTS]
[CON
http://echoes.radionoborder.net
http://facebook.com/echoesdocufilm
echoes.doc@gmail.com
gabriele.cipolla@gmail.com
0039 3336658160

[PICS OF THE FILM IN HIGH RESOLUTION ]
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